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Abstract. In his type theory, Martin-Lff considers certain evaluation procedures for his 
expressions. These evaluation procedures or reductions can be interpreted in various ways; this 
paper examines the properties that such reductions must have to satisfy Martin-Lrf's rules. 
Introduction 
In his type theory [1], Martin-I55f considers two forms of expression. A 'canonical' 
expression is one which "has itself as value", a noncanonical expression is one "for 
which it is laid down in some other way how an expression of such a form is 
evaluated". As the basic statements of his theory of "'constructive mathematics and 
computer programming", Martin-L6f has four basic 'judgements' which are given 
meanings in terms of the evaluation of the noncanonical expressions that appear 
in them. Formally, however, the basic judgements are specified by means of twelve 
'general rules' which refer in no way to any evaluation or reduction procedure. 
In this paper we investigate the forms which this reduction can take, while 
satisfying the twelve rules. We do this by defining the four judgements in terms of 
two new primitives ~ and I>. 
replaces Martin-L6f's e; both can be interpreted as ". . .  is an object of type.. ." ,  
" . . .  is a proof of proposition...", and ". . .  is a program for the problem...", but 
relates only canonical objects and types. 
We use the general evaluation or reduction relation t> to relate an arbitrary type 
(or object) with its canonical form. 
It turns out that the properties of ~> (and ~) needed to derive the twelve general 
rules are those possessed by reduction in A-calculus and the simplification of 
arithmetical or set theoretic expressions. That every one of these applies more than 
vacuously if ~> is proof reduction or the simplification of a computer program is 
not so clear, but this same problem applies to some of Martin-L6f's own rules. 
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We have, however, a simplification of the basic concepts and 'general' rules of 
Martin-L6f's theory as well as at least a partial justification for the interpretations 
he claims. 
The remaining rules of Martin-L6f's system concern a number of new primitive 
constants which are closely related to those of illative combinatory logic. These will, 
however, not concern us here. 
Objects, types and the basic judgements 
The expressions of the type theory generally involve either 'objects' (for which 
lower case letters are used) or 'types' (for which capital etters are used) or both. 
Objects are interpreted by Martin-LSf as proofs, numbers, programs, or elements 
of a set and can also be interpreted as A-terms. Types are interpreted by Martin-LSf 
as propositions, numerical predicates, problems or tasks, or sets and can also be 
interpreted as ,X-terms. 
As the first of the four basic judgements i "A  is a type", it seems possible to 
have a single set of variables in the system. Any constant in the domain of these 
variables will then be a type or otherwise an object. We will not consider this option 
here and will continue to use both sets of variables. 
In [1], the judgement " 'A  type" or " 'A  is a type" is given the extended meaning 
"A has a canonical type as value". In order to study reductions to canonical form 
(or value) we will let "A I> C" represent "A has the canonical type C as value or 
A is a canonical type". Similarly, "a >I c" will represent "a has the canonical object 
c as value or a is a canonical object". 
Thus, if C (or c) is canonical, we assume C t> C (or c i> c), so, in other words,' 
we assume 
A~ > C-* C~ > C (a) 
and 
a >~ c-> c >>- c. (b) 
In terms of the I> -notation and quantification over types we can state the following 
definition. 
Definition 1 
Type A = (3C)  A~ C. 
Another judgement is "a e A", which is initially given the meaning "a is an object 
of type A" and later the extended meaning "a has a canonical object of the canonical 
type denoted by A as value". Thus, we can state the following definition. 
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Definition 2 
a~A=(3c)  (3C)  a>~c AA>~ C A C~ C, 
where ~ could then be taken to have the standard meaning of ~, or could be 
interpreted in other ways. Here, of course, c ~ C means the same as c e C, except 
that c and C are canonical. 
"a  ~ A" is interpreted as "a  is a proof of A", "the property A holds for the 
number a",  "a  is a program for the problem A" or "a  is an element of the set ,A". 
Note that Martin-L/ff states, although not in the formal part of his work, that if 
a e A, then a is an object and A is a type. The latter follows by Definitions 1 and 
2, the former would follow if we defined "object a"  as "(3c) a >I c", but this does 
not seem to be necessary. 
A third judgement is "A = B", which is first given the meaning "A and B are 
equal types" and later on "A and B have equal canonical types as values". Thus, 
we have the following definition. 
Definition 3 
A= B=(3C)  (3D)  A>~C AB>~ D ^ C-  D. 
Canonical types are said to be equal if a canonical object of one type is also a 
canonical object of the other. Thus, this equality is given by the following definition. 
Definition 4 
C - D=(Va) . [ ( (3b)  b>~ a)-->(a ~ C,.->a ~ D)]. 
The condition (3b) b >I a is there to ensure that we quantify over canonical a's. 
I f  a ~ C is read so as to include "a  is canonical", the condition is not necessary. 
Note that it follows that --- is an equivalence relation over canonical types and 
= is one over all types. 
The final judgement, "a  = b ~ A", is first given to mean "a  and b are equal objects 
of type A"  but is later extended to "a  and b have equal canonical objects of the 
canonical type denoted by A as values". Thus, we can write the following. 
Definition 5 
a = b~A= (3c) (3d)  (3C)  a>--cA b>~d ^ A>~ C A c, d~ C A C-- d, 
where we use --- for equality of canonical objects. (Definition 4, of course, does not 
(or need not) define this.) We will assume that - is an equivalence relation over 
objects. 
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We now have enough to give us the first four of the general rules: 
Reflexivity: 
a ~ A A type 
a=a~A'  A=A'  
Symmetry: 
a - -b~A A=B 
b - -a~A'  B=A"  
For the corresponding transitivity rules to hold we need an assumption concerning 
~>, namely, that if an object or type reduces to a canonical object or type, then this 
is unique, i.e., 
a>~c A a>~d-,  c=-- d; 
A>~C^A~D~C=-D.  
(1) 
(2) 
Note that (1) and (2) hold if (partial) reduction has the Church-Rosser property: 
(CR) x~--y  ^  x>---z ~ (3w)  y~--w ^  z>--w. 
Our reduction a t> c could be written in terms of a >--relation as a ~---c ^  - (3d)  c 
dAc~---d. 
There are systems, such as combinatory logic (or ;t-calculus), with certain ordered 
pair eombinators which do not satisfy (CR) (see [2]). The cases named (1) and 
(2) say that a term can have no more than one normal form. It is still not known 
whether this property holds for that system. 
We now state the transitivity rules: 
Transitivity: 
a=b~A b=ceA A=B B=C 
a=c~A ' A=C 
Given (2), the proof of the second of these rules is simple, that of the first one 
goes as follows. 
I f  a = b ~ A and b = c ~ A, we have 
(:lg) (: id) (3C)  a >>- g A b >>- d ^ A >~ C A g, d ~ C A g=- d 
and 
(3e) (3f)  (3D)  b>~ e ^  C ~ f A A>~ D ^ e , f  ~ D A e=--f. 
By (1) and (2), d - e and C --- D, so, using Definition 4, we have 
(3g) (3f)  (3C)  a >I g ^ c>~ f ^ A~ C ^ g , f  ~ C ^ g~ f 
i.e., a=ceA.  
Our definitions and the assumptions (1) and (2) also give us the following rules: 
Equality of  types: 
aeA A=B a=beA A=B 
a~B " a=b~B 
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The remaining eneral rules concern substitution and to prove these we will have 
to make certain assumptions concerning substitution in reductions. 
The first substitution rule is the following: 
Substitution 1: 
(x ~ A) 
a e A B type 
B(a/x)  type 
We cannot have the simple axiom 
B >I D --> B(a/x) >I D(a/x),  
or, even, to cover the case where D(a/x) reduces further, 
B I> D --> (3F)  B(a/x) >I F ^ D(a/x) >i F, 
as, for an x and an a that have no type or an inappropriate type, B is likely not to 
be a type and so not to reduce to anything (not even itself). 
To allow us to derive the rule, we postulate the.following elementary properties 
of our (new) basic notions/> and d: 
(Vx)(xd C-> D~ D) .-->. c~ C-->(3E)D(c/x)~ E, (3) 
B>~ D-->(D(c/x)~ E --> B(c /x)~ E), (4) 
a >I c -> (B(c/x) >I G ~ B(a/x) >I G). (5) 
The first of these tells us that if we substitute a canonical object of an appropriate 
type for a variable in a canonical type, the result reduces to a canonical type. The 
second and third give a form of associativity to the relation >I. 
The proof of the rule now proceeds as follows. As we have a e A, as an assumption, 
we have, for some c and C, 
a>-cAA~CAcdC.  
Our other assumption is 
(Vx) (x~A~(3D)  B>~ D). 
If x ~ C, we have 
x>~x^A~CAxdC,  
so, x e A, hence, we have 
(Vx) (x d C--> (3D) B >~ D) 
and, as this D will be canonical by (3), (: IE) D(c/x) >>- E and so, by (4), for this 
E, B(c/x) >I E. Then, by (5), B(a/x) >~ 13, i.e., B(a/x) type. 
Substitution 2: 
(x e A) 
a=ccA B=D 
B(a /x )=D(c /x ) "  
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To prove this rule we need two assumptions. We need to be able to substitute an 
object of appropriate type in equivalent canonical types and obtain equivalent 
canonical types, i.e., 
B~ D ^ B(b /x )  >>- E -> (3F)D(b /x )>~ F ^ E =- F. (6) 
Also, we need to be able to substitute quivalent objects in a type and obtain 
equivalent canonical forms, i.e., 
b-  cl ^  B (b /x )~ E -~ (3F)B(c l /x)~ F ^ E - F. (7) 
Assumptions (6) and (7) can be combined to give 
B =- D ^ b -  d A B(b /x )  >>- E -> ( : ]F )D(d /x )  >>- F ^ E - F. (8) 
Now, we prove the rule. We have that a = c ~ A, so, we have b, d, and C such that 
a>~bac>~dab-daA>~C ab, d~C.  
As above, we have b, d ~ A. So, as the other assumption is
(Vx) (x  ~ A-> ( : IE ) (3F)B  >>- E a D >>- F a E =- F),  
we have, by (3) and (4), for the E and F above (which are unique by (2)) and for 
some G and H, 
B(b /x )~ G, E (b /x )~ G, D(c l /x)~ ~, F (a /x )~ ~. 
Now, by (8), E - F, and b - d, we have 
( : l I ) F (d /x )  >1 1 ^  I =- (3. 
By (2), I -- H and so, G-= H. Thus, 
B(b /x )  ~ (3 ^  D(d /x )  >I H ^ G = H 
and, by (5), a I> b, and c ~> d, we have 
B(a /x )  ~ G ^ D(c /x )  >>- H ^ G-  H, 
which proves B(a /x )  = D(c /x ) .  
Substitution 3: 
(x~A)  
a~A b~B 
b(a /x )~B(a /x ) "  
For this rule we need properties (3), (4), and (5), but with objects replacing types, 
i.e., 
(Vx)(x ~ C -* d >>- d)  .->. c ~ C -> ( : ie )d (c /x )  >>- e, (9) 
b >~ d --> (d (c /x )  >>- e-* b (c /x )  >>- e), (10) 
a>~c - ,  (b (c /x )>>-g- ,b (a /x )>>-g) .  (11) 
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Also, we require a property that allows substitution in a formula of the kind b e D. 
(Vx)(x ~ C ~ d ~ D) -* [c ~ C ~ ( : ie ) (3E)d(c /x )  >I e 
A D(c /x )  I> E A e d El.  (12) 
Now we derive the rule. We have, as an assumption, a ~ A and, so, c and C such 
that 
a>>-c^A>~C AcdC.  
Also, c ~ A. Our other assumption is 
(Vx)(x ~ A ~ ( : ld)( : lD)b >- d ^ B >1 D ^ d ~ D). 
As x d C --* x ~ A, we can use this and (12) to give, for some e and E and the d and 
D above, 
d(c /x )  >I e ^  D(c /x )  >1 E ^ e ~ E. 
As B t> D, we have, by (4), B(c /x )  >I E and, by (5) and a >- c, B (a /x )  >i E. Similarly, 
by using (9), (10), and (11) instead of (3), (4), and (5), we get b(a /x )  >- e and, so, 
b(a /x )  >~ e ^  B (a /x )  >I E ^ e ~ E, 
which is b(a /x )  ~ B(a /x ) .  
Now, we consider the final rule. 
Substitution 4: 
(xeA)  
a=c~A b=deB 
b(a /x )= d(c /x )~ B(d /x ) "  
To derive this we require properties for objects analogous to (6) and (7) for types, 
i.e., 
b ~ d ^ b(c /x )  >~ e -~ (3 f )d (c /x )  >- f^ e =-f, (13) 
c=-gAb(c /x )~e -~ ( : l f )b (g /x )>~f  ^e=-f.  (14) 
These can be combined as before to give 
b=-d ^  c=- g A b(c/x)>~ e -, ( : i f )d(g/x)>~ f A e - f .  (15) 
We now derive the rule. Our first assumption a = c ~ A gives us e, f, and C such 
that 
a ~ e ^  c>~f^ A>~ C ^ e=--f^ e, fd  C. 
Our second assumption is 
(Vx)(x ~ A-* (=lg) (:lh) (=ID) b ~> g ^  d I> h ^  B ~> D ^ g ~ h ^  g, h ~ D). 
As x~ C-~x~A and ed C, we have, by (12), k and K such that 
g(e /x )  >~ k ^ D(e /x )  >I K ^ k ~ IC 
Similarly, we have an l and L such that 
h(J'/x)>~ l^ D(f /x)>~ L^ l d L. 
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Now, as e--f, we have, by (8), K -~ L and, so, l~ K. By (15) and (1), k-- l and, by 
(10) and (11), 
b(a/x)>1 k and d(c/x)>ll. 
Also, by (4) and (5), B(a/x)>>-K, which implies 
(3k) (30 (=lK) b(a/x) >t k A d(c/x) >I l ^  k -  1 ^  B(a/x) >t K ^ k, l ~ K, 
which is b( a/ x) = d( c/ x) ~ B( a/ x). 
Thus, if our assumptions (a), (b), (1)-(7), (9)-(14), and the assumption that ~- 
is an equivalence relation over objects hold for ~>, - ,  and 4, we have that the 
reduction or evaluation concerned gives rise to the judgement forms that satisfy 
Martin-I~f's twelve general rules. 
It is clear that where I> stands for reduction in A-calculus or simplification or 
arithmetical or set-theoretic terms, all these properties are satisfied. 
Where the objects are proofs and the types are propositions, there are some 
problems with those properties that involve substitution. However, the same problem 
applies to Martin-LSf's original rules: variables ranging over proofs of propositions 
would not be expected to appear in a proposition, unless it were some kind of 
metaproposition. 
Similarly, variables ranging over computer programs would not appear in the 
statement of a problem to be solved by a program. 
Of course, in both of these cases Martin-L6f's rules involving substitution and 
our replacements for them could be said to hold vacuously. 
Addendum 
This note was first submitted to Theoretical Computer Science in January 1981. 
Recently, a paper by Jan Smith, "An interpretation f Martin-LSf type theory in a 
type-free theory of propositions" (submitted in May 1981), appeared in the Journal 
of Symbolic Logic (Vol. 49.(1984) 730-753). The two papers, however, do not overlap. 
The current note interprets Martin-L6f's notion of evaluation or reduction of a type 
or expression to a canonical type or expression; Smith's paper does not deal with 
such reductions. 
The current note remarks that the primitives of Martin-L/bf that are not discussed 
in his paper are closely related to those of illative combinatory logic. Smith's paper 
uses lambda calculus considering these primitives and in her treatment of them uses 
the notion of a proposition in the way that first appeared in the present author's 
"Set Theory based on Combinatory Logic" (V.R.B. Groningen, 1969). 
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